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List of dated 20.03.12
Following Rare Books Published by The Asiatic Society,Calcutta:[Bibliotheca INDICA SERIES:]


2. Suddhi –Kaulmudi:Kavikankanacharya Sri Govindananda Virachita. Edited by Bhattapalli nivasina Sri Kamal Krishna Smribhushnena Sanskrita. Calcutta,1905.[ the present work is Suddhi Kriya Kaumudi the fourth of Gvindananda-s Code. In this treatise the author has examined every !MALAMASA ! or Intercalary Month from Saka 1400 -1457 Corresponding to 1478 to 1535 A.D.The Author seems to be a precursor of Raghunandana as in this work he goes over almost all the topics treated by that author in His JYOTISA – TATTVA, SUDDHI- TATTVA & MALAMASA –TATTVA...] Calcutta,1905.Rebound.pp 360,72,iv.index.Rs-2000/-


6. bibliotheca Indica: work No; 192. [Complete work] Saundarananda –Kavya of Arya Bhadanta Asvaghosa: edited by mm. Haraprasad Shastri. Re- Issue: With additions by Chintaharan Chakravarti.[ helpful of Sanskrit and of Buddhism,will serve as a tribute to the several scholars who have laboured on the different text
and whose work was so fully recongnized by shastri himself. MANUSCRIPT at the DURBAR LIBRARY ,NEPAL…Calcutta,1939.rebound.pp 158,xxiv.xviii.Rs-900/-

The work consists of four chapters:-
Vol-1: Ch-1:Samanvayadhyaya , Ch-2: Avirodhadyaya, Nimarka first refutes the rival views of Samkhya yoga ,Nyaya- Vaisesika,Buddhism,Jainism, Saivism & Saktaism, & considers the problems of Jiva & Jagat, their natures and attributes & the manners in which they are related to Brahman,
Vol-2: Ch-3:Sadhanadhyaya : for examples ,the means of attaining Moksa,the nature & importance of Meditations as mentioned in the Upanishads are discussed. Ch-4: Phaladhyaya, Nimarka gives his views on Moksa, the fruit & the Conditions of the Mukta [ Releases] Jivatman or soul etc.


9. BIBLIOTHECA INDIA a collection of oriental works; 1901-1921..published by Asiatic society of Bengal.MAHABHASYA-PRADIPODDYOTA [ or a commentary on Panini grammar] BY Nageca Bhatta. Edited by pandit BAHUVALLABHA CASTRI.

WE HAVE Volumes 1-4.


Volume-2: New Series: nos. 1000,1002,1005,1011, 1018,1022,1029,1048,1052,1063,1075, and 1101. [ total 1-12 fasciculus] [ up to
prathamasya chaturthe –chaturthamahikam padodhyaya. ] Calcutta, 1904. pp1098,60, INDEX. rebound. Rs- 1000/-

Volume=3: New Series: 1105,1117,1124,1136,1162,1167,1182,1185,1207,1216. [total fasiculus 1-10] [upto dwitiyodhyaya].calcutta,1909,pp890.95,vii.INDEX.REBOUND. Rs-1000/-


[Entire Four Volume Rs-2800/-]


16. Bibliotheca Indica :work No: 96: [Complete work] Sthaviravalicarita or Parisistaparvan being a appendix of the Trisasti –Salakapurusacarita by Hemacandra. Edited by Herman Jacobi. Calcutta, 2nd edition. 1932. Rebound. pp 372,108. [ The Sthavira-valicaritra the lives of Jaina Patriarchs, by Hemacandra is ,as other & more frequently used title parisistha Parvan Inicates, the Appendix or Continuation of the Same Author's great work in the Ten Parvans, Containing abot 34,000 Slokas , on Hagiology of the Jains , the Trisasti –Salakapurusacarita….] Rs- 1800/-


18. Bibliotheca India: Work No: 282: Suttasamgaha: edited by Ramprasad Chaudhuri: & Devaprasad Guha. Selected the Suttasamgaha not only because it is an important Pali Work which Enjoys at Least in Burma the Prestige of a Canonical work but also because a Palm-leaf Manuscript of this text in good condition available in the Society's Collection. Calcutta, 1957. pp 349,xvii. Rs-1500/-


32. Bibliotheca Indica: Work No: 301: Dandaviveka of Vardhamana Upadhyaya: Translated into English Dr. Babatosh Bhattacharya. [The Dandaviveka of Vardhamana Upadhyaya of Maithila, who flourished in the later half of the 15th Century in the Court of King Bhairava and his Judge. Collecting his information from the earlier treatises sets out the names of the Seven Chapters of this work: Theory & Practice of Punishment, 2 - Murder, 3 - Theft, 4 - Molestation of other Men's Wives, 5 - Abuse, 6 - Assault & 7 - Miscellaneous offences... Calcutta, 1st ed. 1973. Royal Size. pp 300, xvi. English Text. Rs-700/-


